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A. OBJECTIVE: This tasks supports IR observations of the outer planet satellites. 
These data provide vital information about the thernophysical properties of satellite 
surfaces, including internal heat sources for Io. Observations include both broad and 
narrow band measurements in the 2 to 20pm spectral range. Most observations are carried 
out at the IRTF facility on Mauna Kea. Types of observation and target priority are 
determined to make maximum use of existing data from Voyager and other missions, support 
on-going and planned missions such as Galileo, and to develop techniques and data for 
planning new missions and instrumentation. 
B. The program in the last year has aimed at obtaining longitude coverage on 
Io to establish stability of hot spot patterns previously reported. Several runs 
produced the most complete data set for an apparition since we started the program in 
1983; unfortunately bad weather limited coverage of key longitude ranges containing the 
largest known hot spot Loki. Among the preliminary results is the observation of an 
outburst in Io's thermal flux that was measured at 4.8, 8.7 and 20pm. Analysis of those 
data has given the best evidence to date of silicate volcanism on Io; this is one of the 
most significant pieces of the puzzle as to the relative roles of silicate and sulfur 
volcanism on Io. We are collaborating with J. Goguen (NRC RRA) to finish reduction of 
mutual event data, which have already improved ephermeris information for the 
satellites. The data appear to place significant limits on the characteristics of any 
leading s i d e  hot  s p o t s .  Our earlier data were used in two published analysis papers 
concerning correlations of hot and dark regions and models for the occulation data at 
several wavelengths. 
C. PROPOSED WORK: During 1988, we plan a series of 3 to 4 observing sessions. 
Emphasis will be on further study of high temperature eruptive events on Io, on studying 
the suspected variability of the high temperature component(s) suggested by last year's 
data and on obtaining longitude coverage constraining the hot spots in the Loki region. 
D. SUMMARY BIBLIOGRAPHY: Johnson, T. V. et al, Io: Evidence for silicate volcanism in 
1986; Goguen, J. D. et al, Io hot spots: IR photometry of satellite occultations; 
Goguen, J. D. et al., Io hot spots: Satellite occultations of sources. 
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